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Title: Drought and fire having devastating impact on honey production 

First Broadcast: Jan 2020 

Source: ABC’s 7.30 Report 

Minutes: 5:49  

Video & Script: https://www.abc.net.au/7.30/drought-and-fire-having-devastating-impact-on/11867944 

Summary: 
The combination of drought and fire is having a devastating impact on honey production 
in many parts of Australia. The focus now for beekeepers is on just getting through the 
summer. 

 
 
KEY WORDS 

Below is a list of words which appear in the report - can you match the words with their correct 
definition? Use a dictionary to help you if you aren’t sure. 
 
burnt and blackened  
discouraging or dispiriting  
exclude, to not consider something as a 
possibility 

 

extremely large  
keep, continue to have  
main or important   
move rapidly  
obtain, remove or take out  
of flowers  
reproduce, produce offspring  
rescue, preserve from potential loss  
the future of something  
upsetting, worrying  
weaken or harm by accepting standards 
that are lower than is desirable 

 

 

salvage anything (v) 
rip through (v) 
retain (v) 
extract honey (v) 
breed (v) 
disheartening (adj) 
distressing calls (adj) 
charred bushland (adj) 
floral resources (adj) 
astronomical costs (adj) 
rule out (v) 
staple vegetables (adj) 
compromise the quality (v) 
good outlook (n) 
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SUMMARY 
 
The combination of drought and fire is having a devastating impact on honey production in many parts of 
Australia. The focus now for beekeepers is on just getting through the summer. 
 
 
FOCUS QUESTIONS 
  
• How is honey produced? 
• Why is drought and fire having a devastating impact on honey production? 
• How do you think honey producers in affected areas feel at the moment? What can be done to help 

them? 
• What will happen to the price of honey on supermarket shelves? 
 

 
LISTENING 
 
First watch the report and answer the questions 
 
• One hive has an average of how many bees?  

a. 5-6 thousand         b. 15-16 thousand          c. 50-60 thousand 

• According to bee industry estimates, how many hives have been destroyed? 

 
After watching the report, try to answer the following questions 
 
1. Beekeeper Stephen Fuller said he has lost how much of his floral resources in the forests he relies 

on? 

2. What has he had to do to keep his hives out of danger? 

3. How much does he estimate the fires have cost him? 

4. What does he say he has to maybe do now? 

5. NSW state honey production is already down by how much? 

6. In the short-term, the industry says that means beekeepers will be paid more / less for their honey. 

7. What have major supermarket chains Coles and Woolworths already said about the shelf price of 
some Australian honey?  

8. What could the loss of bees also affect? The pollination of … 

9. What is an example of a crop that is highly dependent on bees? 
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CLOZE 
 
Use the words to complete the sentences  
 
The form of the word may need to be changed 
 
 

salvage                 rip                retain               extract                breed 
disheartening               distressing                charred                floral                astronomical 

rule out               staple                compromise                outlook 

 
 
1. A beautiful ……………………………………….. arrangement of white roses, daisies and lilies was presented to 

the group of firefighters by the community leader after they had managed to save all the houses in 
the small town. 

2. Because ……………………………………….. of senior teachers in the education system was an issue, some 
people argued they should be paid more and have their workload decreased. 

3. Firefighters discovered the ……………………………………….. remains of thousands of koalas and kangaroos 
and other native animals after a bushfire had torn through the national park. 

4. Many people avoid going to the dentist because of the ……………………………………….. fees often charged. 
5. Medical experts said forcing doctors to routinely work shifts of up to 20 hours seriously 

……………………………………….. the health and safety of hospital patients.  
6. One of the most common methods used to ……………………………………….. caffeine from the coffee bean is 

called water processing.  
7. The family was emotionally ……………………………………….. after hearing that their home and all their pets 

had been destroyed in the bushfire.  
8. The fire ……………………………………….. through the town in less than an hour and more than a dozen 

houses were destroyed.  
9. The government said the economic ……………………………………….. for the next 12 wasn’t good because of 

the impact of bushfires and now the coronavirus. 
10. The main income of the farm came from ……………………………………….. cows, producing calves and then 

selling them to beef farmers. 
11. The prime minister said he would not ……………………………………….. compensating farmers who were 

affected by drought and that the issue would be considered at the next party meeting. 
12. The team was playing badly and were a goal down for most of the match. But in the last minute, they 

scored a goal and managed to ……………………………………….. a valuable point.  
13. The woman was feeling very ……………………………………….. after she was overlooked for a promotion and 

instead the company hired someone from outside the company who had less experience than her. 
14. Wheat has been a ……………………………………….. food crop in Australia since the time of European 

settlement.  
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ANSWERS 
 
• 50-60,000 
• about 10,000 
 
1. about 90-95 per cent 
2. keep moving his hives 
3. more than $2 million 
4. maybe interstate, maybe further west 

5. by half 
6. has increased 
7. The pollination of staple fruit and vegetables  
8. Almonds, and raspberries and blueberries 
 

  
burnt and blackened charred  
discouraging or dispiriting disheartening 
exclude, to not consider something as a possibility rule out 
extremely large astronomical  
keep, continue to have retain 
main or important  staple  
move rapidly rip  
obtain, remove or take out extract  
of flowers floral  
reproduce, produce offspring breed 
rescue, preserve from potential loss salvage  
the future of something outlook 
upsetting, worrying distressing  
weaken or harm by accepting standards that are lower than is desirable compromise  
 
 
1. A beautiful floral arrangement of white roses, daisies and lilies was presented to the group of 

firefighters by the community leader after they had managed to save all the houses in the small town. 
2. Because retention of senior teachers in the education system was an issue, some people argued 

they should be paid more and have their workload decreased. 
3. Firefighters discovered the charred remains of thousands of koalas and kangaroos and other native 

animals after a bushfire had torn through the national park. 
4. Many people avoid going to the dentist because of the astronomical fees often charged. 
5. Medical experts said forcing doctors to routinely work shifts of up to 20 hours seriously 

compromised the health and safety of hospital patients.  
6. One of the most common methods used to extract caffeine from the coffee bean is called water 

processing.  
7. The family was emotionally distressed after hearing that their home and all their pets had been 

destroyed in the bushfire.  
8. The fire ripped through the town in less than an hour and more than a dozen houses were 

destroyed.  
9. The government said the economic outlook for the next 12 wasn’t good because of the impact of 

bushfires and now the coronavirus. 
10. The main income of the farm came from breeding cows, producing calves and then selling them to 

beef farmers. 
11. The prime minister said he would not rule out compensating farmers who were affected by drought 

and that the issue would be considered at the next party meeting. 
12. The team was playing badly and were a goal down for most of the match. But in the last minute, they 

scored a goal and managed to salvage a valuable point.  
13. The woman was feeling very disheartened after she was overlooked for a promotion and instead the 

company hired someone from outside the company who had less experience than her. 
14. Wheat has been a staple food crop in Australia since the time of European settlement.  


